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Welcome 

Thank you for your interest in OnRamp. We at OnRamp Solutions designed the 
OnRamp ERP to meet and exceed your manufacturing resource planning demands. We 
know manufacturing and we believe that we have created an ERP system that is easy to 
learn, easy to use, and powerful enough to help you and your business overcome any 
challenge. 

To help your business successfully adopt OnRamp as quickly as possible, we have 
designed this document to guide you through some of our most commonly used 
features. 

Overview 
This guide was written to help you learn how to use OnRamp work order scheduling 
components. Some of the screens and reports may be similar to those found in other 
ERP systems you have used. This guide describes: 

• Work Order Scheduling and lead times 

• Scheduling work for the shop floor 

• Set up lead times on engineering components, including parts and routing 

• MRP 

• Release a work order and follow the work order instructions 

Conventions 
The training guide is structured to help you learn the material in class with a qualified 
instructor. Each chapter contains: a list of learning objectives for the chapter, an 
explanation of the chapter concepts, steps on how to perform the chapter actions, an 
exercise to help you learn the material, and, finally, a summary of the chapter. 

This guide uses the following typographical conventions: 

• Bold text - used to highlight important information in text. Used to denote click actions 
in procedures. 

• Italic text - used to label tables and images. Used in notes. 

• Notes - used to denote important notes related to the text. 

• Warnings - used to denote warning messages. Ignored warnings can result in 
permanent negative consequences. 

Customer Feedback 
For questions, comments, or complains related to OnRamp Solutions documentation, 
training, or presentations, please contact us at: info@onramp-solutions.com. 

mailto:info@onramp-solutions.com?subject=I%20have%20something%20to%20say
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Lead Time 

Learning Objectives 
This chapter will cover: 

• Understanding lead times 

• Adding and editing parts, bill of materials (or BOM), work centers, and routing details 

Overview 
MRP generates work orders with a start date (SD) that is based on the due date (DD) 
minus the work order lead time and the safety lead time. However, MRP also assumes 
that your work centers have infinite capacity. To better understand the start time, we 
need to understand how the work order lead time (WOLT or WO lead time) is calculated: 

• GLT - Gateway Lead Time. The queued time for the work center to move the work 
order from received to completed. Set on Work Center Master. When calculating the 
WO lead time, OnRamp only uses the gateway lead time value for the first routing 
detail line. 

• PT - Process Lead Time. The time it takes to process each routing operation. 
Calculated on Routing Detail as the number of days required to run the Current Time 
for each detail line. 

• QT - Queue Lead Time. The time it takes to move the part to the work center and 
how long the work order will be in the queue awaiting action. By default, each routing 
detail line will use the queue lead time set on the respective work center, but this 
value can be changed on the routing detail. 

The WO lead time calculation is: WOLT = WC1_GLT + SUM(PT + QT) 

The Safety Lead Time (SLT), which is set on Part Master, is a buffer that dictates how 
many days of leeway you want to give your production team.  

The work order start date calculation is: SD = DD - SLT - WOLT.  

  

file:///C:/Users/phenriques/Documents/ORS_Help/Content/Main/Engineering/Product/r_Part_Master.htm
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Example 

The final part needs to be shipped on Friday, March 31, 2017. It has to go through 
3 work centers to get there. The plant is working Monday to Friday. There is a 
safety lead time of 2 on the part. 

• WC 1 has a lead time of 3 days:  

• GLT = 2 days 

• PT = 0.3 days 

• QT = 0.7 days 

• WC 2 has a lead time of 0.4 days: 

• PT = 0.1 days 

• QT = 0.3 days 

• WC 3 has a lead time of 0.6 days: 

• PT = 0.3 days 

• QT = 0.3 days 

Based on these values, the work order lead time will be calculated as:  

• WOLT= WC1_GLT+(WC1_PT+WC1_QT+WC2_PT+WC2_QT+WC3_PT+WC3_QT) 

• WOLT= 2+(0.3+0.7+0.3+0.1+0.3+0.3) 

• WOLT= 4 

OnRamp will skip days where the plant is closed, like weekends and holidays. 
Because WOLT is 4 and SLT is 2, we know there will be at least a weekend 
between the start date and the due date. With these values, we know that MRP 
will generate the start date as: 

• SD= DD - SLT - WOLT 

• SD= 2017/3/31 - 2 days - 4 days  

• SD= 2017/3/23 

Notes 

• Based on the listed equation, OnRamp generates a calculated Work Order lead time 
that displays on the Part Master and Routing Detail screens. However, the lead time 
value used in MRP to calculate the start date of the work order is the manually 
entered as the part lead time on the Part Master screen. 

• The Safety Lead Time is the number of safety days you want on the part. For 
example: The part will be shipped on Friday, but one of the work centers that the 
work order must go through has been erratic lately. You could set the Safety Lead 
Time to 3. This way, the work order start date will be 3 days earlier. If there is an 
issue during production, you now have an extra 3 days to resolve it before the order 
needs to be shipped. 

• We recommend that the Safety Lead Time be at least 1. This is because the value 
is measured in days. For example: If the due date is March 31, but the customer 
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wants it ready by 9 AM in the morning, it is better to have everything done by 5 PM on 
March 30 instead of 12 PM on the day of. 

• Because lead time is measured in days, your QT or GLT of 1 day may seem more 
like two days. This is because something that is due tomorrow, is due at the end of 
business tomorrow, allowing you to count today and tomorrow as production time.  

 

A work order that is due tomorrow counts today and all of tomorrow, making a gateway lead time of 1 day seem like 2 
days of work 

Adjusted Lead Time 
Another important field, this time on the Routing Detail, is the Adjusted Lead Time. Here, 
OnRamp takes the Part Lead Time and the Calculated Lead Time and calculates the 
allowable lead time to each routing detail operation, based on the operations own lead 
time totals. Taking the values from the example above, if the Part Lead Time was 
changed from 4 days to 2, OnRamp would print the adjusted lead times for each 
operation as: 

 

Calculated adjusted lead time for routing detail operations, based on the part lead time 

Lead Time Offset 
On the BOM for a part, you can set the Lead Time Offset for each part, which is used to 
offset when in the lead time the part is required on the bill of material. For example: If the 
BOM included a label, you may want this created last, or near last, since the longer the 
label is around, the higher the chance that it can get damaged. For a part with a lead 
time of 5, you can place the lead time offset for the label at 4.5, thus making it one of the 
last items on the bill. 
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Adding parts 

 

Part Master screen 

To add a part record to the parts inventory: 

1. Navigate to the Part Master [S1009] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the part. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a part record. 

Notes 

• Parts that will no longer be used can be archived by changing Archive to D and the 
Status to Inactive. 
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Adding a routing operation 

 

Routing Detail screen 
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To add a routing operation: 

1. Navigate to the Routing Detail [S1014] screen. 

2. On the Part menu, select the desired part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. If required, select the different detail instructions tabs to enter more information. 

6. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a routing detail record. 

Notes 

• The value in the Operation field is the sequential routing step number. We 
recommend entering them in base 10 (10, 20, 30, etc.) to allow room for error. For 
example, if you add 3 instructions, but the third one added should be the second, if 
you use a base 10 numbering system, you can add the last instruction with a number 
of 15, so it is correctly displayed between 10 and 20. 

• Operations are carried out in ascending order based on the number listed in the 
Operation field. 

Manage work centers 
Use the Work Center Master [S1019] screen to add, edit, copy, or delete work centers 
and associated details. 

To add a work center: 

1. Navigate to the Work Center Master [S1019] screen. 

2. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

3. Enter the desired information. 

4. If required, select the different tabs to enter more information related to the work 
center. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have created a work center. 
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Adding parts to a bill of material 

 

Bill of Material Master screen 

To add a part to a bill of material: 

1. Navigate to the Bill of Material Master [S1000] screen. 

2. Select the desired Parent Part. 

3. On the screen task bar, click Add. 

4. Enter the desired information. 

5. Click OK. 

Result 

You have added a part to the bill of material. 
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Work Orders in OnRamp 

Learning Objectives 
This chapter will cover: 

• Releasing work orders 

• Work order form 

Overview 
A Work Order is a task or a job for a customer that can be assigned to a person or work 
center. Work orders describe what parts and what work is required to manufacture, build 
or engineer the customer-requested product. In OnRamp, the work order is released to 
production and received and processed by the production staff.  

Release Work Order  

There are two ways to release the work orders in OnRamp: 

• Release Manual Work Orders [S1264] - used by the scheduling department to release 
specific work orders to production. 

• Release Work Order by Planner [S1282] - used by the scheduling department to 
release multiple work orders to production. 

The release work order screens can be accessed: 

• By navigating to it in the Menu under Production > Work Orders / Nesting / Work 
Orders,  

• Or by searching for Work Order or the screen number, [S1264] or [S1282] 

Release work orders can be viewed on the Work Order Inquiry [S1100] screen. 

The OnRamp Work Order Form  
Your OnRamp ERP comes with a built-in work order form. Every work order created 
automatically populates with this information if it is in the system. The work order 
displays all the information that production staff need to manufacture a part, such as: 

file:///C:/Users/phenriques/Documents/ORS_Help/Content/Main/Production/Work_Orders/p_Release_Manual_WO.htm
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Figure 2.1: Example Work Order Form 

• What part is being made? 

• When is it due? 

• How many are needed? 

• Where is the order going? 

• What component parts or materials are needed and 
how many? 

• How and where to make it in the shop? 

• What quality control checks are there? 

• What else do you need to know? 

Work Order Schedule and Boxes 

Learning Objectives 

This chapter will cover: 

• Understanding the difference between work order scheduling and work order 
gateway boxes 

• Adding and editing parts, bill of materials (or BOM), work centers, and routing details 

• Releasing work orders 

• Viewing released work orders 

Overview 

Whether it's your customers happy with an on-time delivery, or your shop floor workers 
happy in knowing what work they need to get done today and tomorrow, everyone is 
happier when they know what to expect. OnRamp wants to help your team set up a 
more efficient scheduling and lead time calculation system that allows you to know 
what's coming up, what's past due, and where the issue with the flow is. 

MRP can leave you with a stack of 20 work orders for a work center on one day and 
none the next. Properly set lead times allow you to understand that of those 20 orders, 
you can complete 12 today with the rest done tomorrow, making your output smooth. But 
you still need to be able to track what has done and what needs doing. There are two 
ways to do this. Schedule the work order output to the work centers or add work order 
boxes at the work center. 

Work Order Scheduling 

Once the MRP is done, preview all the work orders on the Release Work Order by 
Planner screen. Here, you can select to only release a certain amount of work orders, 
thus taking charge or the work order flow. 
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Because of the infinite capacity nature of MRP, this can lead to a lumpy work order 
release cycle, whereas your work order processing capabilities are usually much 
smoother. If you were to graph the work order release, it would look like this: 

 

Graph showing the difference between the amount of work orders released, the part output of the work center, and the 
work order queue of the next work center queue 

Work Order Boxes 

Another option is to implement work order boxes. This is a hands-on visual management 
system that is implemented at each work center and provides information about the work 
order status. 

Work order boxes help you and your operators: 

• Organize the workload - Keep track of what orders are where, when they are due, 
and where they go next. 

• Group orders - Run more than one order at a time in a way that saves time and 
material. 

• View order priority - You can implement a First In - First Out system easily or run 
orders that are due first. 

• View capacity issues - Does the work center has too many orders or not enough? 

• View operational issues - Are there any work orders that have an issue reported? Is 
there a material shortage or a tooling issue? 

 

Example of a work order box 
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Work order boxes work like a dam on a river, or a rotary pump on a tank. It helps to 
ensure that the flow out from the source is smooth, no matter how variable the input may 
be: 

 

Visual example of work order variable input with the smooth output 

Applying work center boxes to all your work centers will help you generate a steady 
output that will be easier to schedule: 

 

Visual example of work order variable input with smooth output to multiple sequential work centers 

In the example above, you can see that the first work center receives the variable input 
and generates a smooth output for the next work center. Because the received input is 
smoother than the first work center, it has a smaller queue. The size of the queue 
impacts the work order lead time, which influences the work order start date. For more 
information, see "Lead Time" on page 4. 
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Releasing work orders 

 

Release Work Order by Planner screen 

To release work orders: 

1. Navigate to the Release Work Order by Planner [S1282] screen. 

2. On the Person Planner and Planner menus, select the desired planner. 

3. Set the Working Days Forward and click Refresh From Days Fwd. 

4. In the Select column, toggle the field to Yes to mark the work orders for release. 

Tip: To release all listed parts, click Select All. 

5. If required, click Edit to modify the Due Date and Release Quantity. 

6. Click: 

• Release and Print to release and print the selected work orders.  

• Release - No Print to release the work order without printing the work order 
form. 

Result 

You have released the selected part work orders to production. 
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Notes 

• The Refresh From Days Fwd button refreshes the grid to reflect the number of days 
forward you have selected. This also reviews all MRP suggestions from all sources, 
like Kanban release or Finite Scheduling. 

• The MRP Last Run field displays a time stamp of the last run MRP.OnRamp 
Solutions suggests running the MRP before releasing work orders.  

• After selecting the planner information, the grid displays all the work orders that have 
yet to be released. 

• The Suggested Schedule frame displays a suggested schedule for the selected work 
order. 

• The second grid in this frame displays the MRP detail for the selected work order 
including: date, demand quantity, supply quantity, and projected quantity. 

• Once the work order is released, it will no longer display on this screen.  

• If you attempt to release a work order and it is not released, navigate to Work Order 
Release Errors [S2073] for information on why the work order could not be released. 

Viewing released work orders 

 

Work Order Inquiry screen 

To view released work orders: 

1. Navigate to the Work Order Inquiry [S1100] screen. 

2. Select the desired filters. 

3.  Select the Work Order. 

Result 

You are viewing the released work order. 
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Glossary 

B 

BOM 
A bill of material, or BOM, is a list of parts required to build another part. 

E 

ERP 
ERP or Enterprise Resource Planner is a software suite used to help you better manage your 
enterprise resources. 

L 

Lead Time 
A lead time is the latency between the initiation and execution of a process. For example, the lead 
time between the placement of an order and delivery of a new car from a manufacturer may be 
anywhere from 2 weeks to 6 months. 

M 

MRP 
Material requirements planning (MRP) is a production planning, scheduling, and inventory control 
system used to manage manufacturing processes. 


